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And Then Come The Nightjars: Stage Manager.  
 
 
The Project 
 
And Then Come the Nightjars is an award-winning play by Bea Roberts about the foot-and-mouth crisis 
of 2001. Wonder Fools are planning a stage production and outreach programme in Dumfries and 
Galloway, one of the hardest hit areas of the epidemic, coinciding with the 20th anniversary of the foot-
and-mouth crisis to increase understanding and allow audiences and participants a way of reflecting on 
how we can recover from this current pandemic.  
 
The project has three strands: 
 

• The production: Wonder Fools will bring together a professional local creative team and 6 young 
apprentices, found through the outreach work, to create a professional high-quality production. 
The production will play to new audiences 20 years after the epidemic. It aims to bring people 
together to reflect about an important part of our local heritage, to think about ways we can learn 
from this event of the recent past, and to inspire in small but meaningful ways the community’s 
recovery from the current pandemic. The production will be a collaboration with Crossmichael 
Drama Club and will take place at the Fullarton Theatre, Castle Douglas in February 2022 
directed by Jack Nurse. Jack staged a version of the show with them in 2017. This will be a 
reimagined version with a professional creative team. The cast of two will be paid non-
professional performers, one of whom is a retired dairy farmer and chairman of Crossmichael 
Drama Club. The production sold out in 2017, with many of the audience being from the farming 
community and were incredibly moved by the production. Each member of the creative team will 
be paired with a young apprentice throughout the rehearsal process. These young people will be 
found through outreach workshops this autumn.  

 
 

• Outreach and education: Between September-December this year there will be a series of 
workshops led by WF across D&G high schools and various local youth groups exploring career 
routes within the creative industries. These will first be taster workshops exploring pathways into 
the creative industries, followed by skills specific masterclasses across the six different creative 
and technical disciplines involved in making the show. 6 young people will go on to gain a paid 
apprenticeship on the final production working alongside the local professional team.  
 

• Celebrating and sharing local heritage: We will work with local young people to create a digital 
archive that will be made up of interviews with local people who experienced the 2001 crisis 
including farmers, vets, residents and people working in different industries to tell the human 
stories behind the statistics. Accompanied by original music by local composers working on the 
production, this will be an engaging and different way for people to think about the issues of the 
project. This will be available online and as an installation at the theatre. An archive we made for 
a previous project as an example of the work can be found at www.549.scot.  

 
 
The production is a professional production with a strong community focus. Creative team members will 
also be working with apprentices so applicants should enjoy working with young people.  
 
As well as working on the production, these team members will be required to deliver a 2 – 3 hour 
workshop on their specialism to young people in Dumfries and Galloway. Details of these workshops will 
be agreed with the project’s Engagement Coordinator but are likely to be 6 or 7 November 2021 (if these 
dates don’t work for you but the production dates do then please let us know if your application). These 
young people will then get the opportunity to apply to for six paid positions as apprentices to each of the 
creative team members.  
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Dates:  
 
Workshop: 6/ 7 November 2021 
Rehearsal: 31 January 2022 
Tech: 14 – 16 February 2022 
Show: 17 – 19 February 2022  
 
Fee: £1650 (+ holiday pay) for production + £200 for workshop = £1850 total 
 
Note: We are exploring filming the show for online distribution, this is to be confirmed but would require 
attendance 21 & 22 February for which a daily fee would be paid in addition to the fee above.  
 
Due to the project’s emphasis on the local community, applicants should be either from or based 
in Dumfries and Galloway. 
 
Wonder Fools acknowledges the need and right of everyone connected with the organisation to be 
treated with respect and dignity in an environment in which a diversity of backgrounds and experience is 
valued. 
 
We are particularly interested in hearing from people identifying as being from any of the Wonder Fools’ 
priority underrepresented groups:  
 • People from minority ethnic cultural backgrounds 
 • People with a disability 
 • People from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds 
 • People from rural and remote areas 
 • Gender and sexually diverse people 
 
 
To apply please email producer Steph Connell at steph@wonderfools.org with a short cover email, CV 
and (if appropriate) examples of your work by 12 noon 22 September 2021. Interviews/ meetings with 
shortlisted candidates will happen 29/ 30 September.  
 
If you have any questions about the position, please do not hesitate to get in touch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And Then Come The Nightjars is supported by Creative Scotland, Holywood Trust, Culture Recovery Fund for 
Heritage and the Together Again Fund from D&G Unlimited and Dumfries and Galloway Council.  
 
 
 
 
 


